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Assistive devices, such as walkers, are being used more often as the population ages. If you're looking for something to provide minimal help for your patient, a cane might be a better solution. Canes improve one's ability to get up from a chair or can help with balance. Canes will be discussed in a future Elder Care issue. Walkers, however, provide even more stability. In general, walkers are given to patients to keep them stable when walking. If the correct type of walker is prescribed, and if patients are taught how to use the walker correctly, walkers can decrease the risk of falls. But, if used inappropriately they can make falls more likely.

Thus, knowing when to prescribe a walker and which type to prescribe is important to patient safety. This issue of Elder Care will discuss the three most commonly used walkers: the standard walker, the two-wheeled walker, and the four-wheeled walker.

Standard Walker
The standard walker does not have wheels and, therefore, it is the most stable type of walker (Figure 1). It is used for patients who need to bear a significant amount of weight on the device. Standard walkers are used in older patients who are very unstable with a cane and who do not have the ability to control a rolling walker. For maximum stability when using this walker, the patient should place all four legs of the walker on the ground before taking a step forward.

Besides stability, another advantage of the standard walker is that it that folds quickly and is easy to transport. The disadvantages of the standard walker are that 1) it truncates the patient’s walk, 2) it needs to be lifted with every step, 3) it makes the patient slow, and 4) patients can fall when lifting the walker. Patients who stop using this type of walker tend to state that they stopped because they get tired of picking it up with every step.

Two-Wheeled (Rolling) Walker
Rolling walkers have two front wheels and two back sliders (Figure 2 on back page). They are used for patients who have gait instability but who do not need to bear a substantial amount of weight on the device.

A key advantage of rolling walkers over standard walkers are that they provide a more normal walking pattern, as they do not need to be lifted off the ground with each step. Furthermore, the wheel-and-slider combination makes it easy to maneuver on many different surfaces. And, just like a standard walker, they can be easily collapsed.

The disadvantages of a rolling walker relative to a standard walker are that 1) it is less stable, 2) it requires more cognition, and 3) the front wheels are fixed (i.e., do not rotate), which makes for a large turning arc. Because of the large turning arc, many patients will pick up the walker during the turning process and this creates the possibility of a fall. The correct way to turn with a rolling walker is to:

- Roll the walker forward as far as possible.
- Place the back wheels on the ground on one side of the walker.
- Place the back wheels on the ground on the other side of the walker.
- Move the handgrips forward to make the walker move forward.

TIPS FOR CHOOSING THE CORRECT WALKER
- Recommend a standard walker for patients who have an unstable gait and need to bear a significant amount of weight on the walker.
- Recommend a two-wheeled (rolling) walker for patients who have an unstable gait but do not need to bear a substantial amount of weight on the walker.
- Recommend a four-wheeled (Rollator) walker for patients who need a walker only for balance but not for weight bearing.
- Be sure patients receive and understand instructions for how to use their walker, as improper use can lead to injury.
walker is multiple small turns until the patient and the device are facing in the new direction.

Figure 2. Two-Wheeled (Rolling) Walker

Four-Wheeled Walker (Rollator)

The Rollator has four fully-rotating wheels, brakes, a seat, and often a basket (Figure 3). It is used for patients who need a walker only for balance but not for weight-bearing. It is easier to propel than the rolling walker. It is also easier to maneuver around turns and typically does not need to be lifted when turning. The seat is helpful for people with diseases that require resting (e.g., heart failure or COPD). The basket allows carrying items hands-free.

Most of these advantages can be disadvantages, too. Easy to propel means that the Rollator can roll away from a patient. Easy to maneuver means that the patient needs to have good abdominal strength to keep from falling.

Furthermore, the brakes do not necessarily stop the walker. Rather, when the brakes are pressed the Rollator essentially turns into a rolling walker; it may slow the patient but it is not going to stop a runaway patient and Rollator. If the patient is dependent on the brakes to stop when using this walker, then this is not the appropriate walker choice.

Finally, patients may fall when attempting to use the seat. The proper way to sit on a Rollator is to abut the walker against a sturdy surface like a wall, apply the permanent brakes, and then sit down. Patients should never be transported on the seat of this walker as this is a setup for a serious fall and possible head injury. This walker does not collapse very compactly. It is thus more difficult than other walkers to transport.

Figure 3. Four-Wheeled Walker (Rollator)

When assessing the need for a walker, it is important to take into account the various features available, as specified in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Take into account the patient’s height, weight, and lifting capability. There will be times that the patient will need to lift or shift the walker away from uneven surfaces, so models that are lightweight are important.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foldability</td>
<td>Does the patient travel outside of their home frequently? If so, choose a walker that folds down for easy storage and travel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheels</td>
<td>The patient should be able to control both the wheels and brakes effectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seat</td>
<td>Many of the rolling walkers, or rollators, come with seats. If a patient tires easily and needs sitting breaks, rollators with seats and storage baskets are a good choice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Wheelchair&quot;</td>
<td>Rollator/transport chair combination products are useful if patients wish to walk part of the time and be pushed at other times.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ACOVE Quality Indicators

If a vulnerable elder demonstrates decreased balance or proprioception, or increased postural sway, THEN an appropriate exercise program should be offered and an evaluation for an assistive device performed.